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We introduce qprof, a new and extensible quantum program profiler able to generate profiling reports of
quantum circuits written using various quantum computing frameworks. We describe the internal structure
and working of qprof and provide practical examples on quantum circuits with increasing complexity along
with benchmarks of the tool execution time on large circuits. This tool will allow researchers to visualise
their quantum algorithm implementation in a different and complementary way and reliably localise the
bottlenecks for efficient code optimisation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The quantum computing field has been evolving at an increasing rate in the past few years and
is currently gaining more traction. Several quantum chips, the underlying hardware that enable
researchers and companies to run quantum algorithms, have been announced by different research
teams. The error rates and number of qubits provided by these chips greatly improved in the last
few years, with quantum hardware that have up to 127 qubits in the end of 2021 [4].

Software has also seen a tremendous rise with the emergence of several quantum computing
frameworks and languages such as Qiskit [2], Q# [38], PyQuil [8], Cirq [7] or myQLM [37] to name
a few. These frameworks help in speeding-up the process of implementing a quantum algorithm
by providing their own “standard library”. Most of them also include specialised libraries whose
purpose is to facilitate the development and testing of new quantum algorithms. For example,
all the quantum computing frameworks cited previously include a library to simulate quantum
circuits, some even implement several simulation algorithms such as a full state-vector simulator,
a simulator for stabiliser circuits [1, 18] or a simulator using matrix-product states [33, 39]. Most
of the frameworks that target real quantum chips also include libraries to characterise a given
quantum hardware, using for example randomised benchmarking [9, 13, 17, 24, 29] methods, or
hardware noise mitigation [5, 25].
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Finally, a large majority of the quantum computing frameworks provide a way to automatically
optimise a quantum circuit. This optimisation is often performed during compilation, when the
abstract quantum circuit representation is translated to be compliant with the targeted hardware.
Automatic optimisation of quantum circuits is a broad area of research with algorithms based on
pattern-matching [22, 27, 30], gate optimisation algorithms [3, 16] or even pulse-level optimisa-
tion [12, 19, 34].

But even though automatic optimisation has already been shown to be successful in optimising
complex quantum circuits [6], most algorithms only perform local optimisations, most of the time
on a flattened quantum circuit, without prior knowledge of the algorithms used to construct the
circuit.

Identifying the usage of a non-optimal algorithm in the implementation and replacing it with a
more efficient one is, for example, an optimisation that cannot be performed in general by auto-
matic optimisers. This improvement should rather be spotted and optimised by the developer.

Currently, the only way one has to optimise a given quantum implementation beyond what is
provided by automatic methods is “trial and error”. First, try to locate a “hot spot” (i.e. a subroutine
that takes a considerable amount of resources) in the implementation, either by a tedious theoret-
ical analysis or a manual counting of the routine calls. Then, optimise the hot spot found, either
by improving the implementation or using a better algorithm. Finally check if the optimisation
performed improved the overall performance of the implementation. This process has a severe
drawback that makes it impractical on real-world implementations: the first step that consists in
finding the hot spots is either imprecise or potentially very long, tedious and error-prone on large
implementations.

qprof aims at replacing this manual, tedious and error-prone step by automatically generating a
report with all the useful information needed to find the hot spots of the given quantum program
implementation. The qprof tool has been strongly inspired by classical profilers such as gprof [14,
20] which try to solve the exact same issue but in classical (non-quantum) programming.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review the related work around classical
profilers and quantum resource estimation. Section 3 explains the internals of qprof and details
its architecture, the design choices made, and their impact on the tool efficiency, extensibility and
usability. We then include in Section 4 a theoretical and practical analysis of the tool runtime. Code
snippets and practical examples are provided in Section 5 to illustrate the tool usage. Finally, we
discuss some of the limitations and potential improvements of qprof in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Classical profilers
Classical profilers are tools that are used since the beginning of programming languages back
in the 1970 decade. One of the first profiler was prof, included in the Linux kernel in 1972 [32].
gprof [20] came out in 1982, extending prof by performing a complete call-graph analysis. Since
then, a lot of different profilers using different methods to profile programs were introduced, each
of the profiling methods having its strengths, weaknesses and compromises.

For example statistical profilers, that sample the program call-stack at regular intervals in times,
are imprecise due to their finite sampling rate but have a very low overhead on the profiled pro-
gram execution time (reported to be typically between 1 and 3% by themaintainers of OProfile [26],
a statistical profiler, on the tool’s FAQ). On the other side of the spectrum, instead of executing
the profiled program directly on the target hardware, “Instruction Set Simulators” can be used to
run the program to be profiled in an isolated and entirely controlled environment. Profilers using
this technique have the advantage of being very accurate and to allow the collection of a large
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void D(void) {
for(unsigned count = 0; count < 0xFFFF; count ++);

}

void C(void) {
for(unsigned count = 0; count < 0xFF; count ++)

D();
}

void B(void) {
for(unsigned count = 0; count < 0xFFFF; count ++)

D();
}

void A(void) {
B();
C();
for(unsigned count = 0; count < 0xFF; count ++)

D();
}

int main(void) {
A();
return 0;

}

(a) C code to be profiled by gprof and compiled with gcc -pg -o
profile-exec profile.c.
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tained with gprof and
post-processed with the
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Fig. 1. Example of call graph that can be generated with gprof on a trivial classical program written in C
and compiled with gcc. Even though one could count manually the number of operations performed by each
functions on such a trivial program, using gprof is less error-prone and outputs a clear view of the program
hot spot: the function D. Someone wanting to optimise the execution time of this simple program can directly
see on gprof report that there are only 3 potential approaches to reduce the program runtime: optimise D
directly, reduce the number of times B is calling D or remove the unique call to B from A and replace it with
something more efficient.

variety of indicators, but they add a considerable overhead to the profiled program runtime. An-
other technique used by some profilers such as gprof [20] is to instrument the code by adding or
modifying its instructions, in order to gather data about its execution. The information that can
be gathered by this kind of profilers is less exhaustive than the instruction set simulator method,
but the overhead they add to the program runtime execution is in general relatively low. Finally,
some profilers use static analysis in order to gather data without even executing the program.
For classical computers, these profilers are limited to information such as the instruction count
and variations thereof due to the highly complex way current classical processors are executing
instructions.

Independently of the method used by the profiler, its goal is to gather data about the profiled
program execution in order to give a synthetic and readable report to the user.This report will most
of the time be used to find one or several “hot spots”, which are portions of code or functions that
take a considerable amount of an important resource, frequently the total execution time. Finding
hot spots is a necessary step to optimise the implementation of the profiled program as it allows
to isolate small portions of code that should be improved in order to lower down the amount of
resources needed by the program.

A profiling report obtained thanks to the gprof profiler has been included in Figure 1 with a
simple C code in Figure 1(a) and the resulting profiling report in Figure 1(b).
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2.2 Quantum profilers
qprof is, to the best of our knowledge, the first cross-framework profiler for quantum programs.
However, most of the quantum computing frameworks provide at least some basic resource esti-
mate procedures.

This is for example the case of Qiskit that performs a shallow analysis of its QuantumCircuit
instances by using the count_opsmethod, returning a dictionary containing the number of times
each subroutine is called. Note that this method is limited as it does not recurse into the sub-
routines called by the main routine. The myQLM framework provides the same features with its
Circuit.statistics method.
The ScaffCC compiler [23] provides a little bit more information than Qiskit and myQLM by

computing the gate count (for the gates {X ,Z ,H ,T ,T †, S, S†,CX }) for each routine encountered
in the compiled quantum program. This report is useful to perform cost estimation, but the list of
basis gates used does not seem to be modifiable and the information about which routine is calling
which subroutine is lost.

Quipper [35], a quantum computing framework written in Haskell, has been created specifically
to perform resource estimations on huge quantum circuits in an efficient manner. However, even
though very efficient, the Quipper framework seems limited to compute simple features such as
the total number of gates, total number of qubits or total number of ancillary qubits.

Finally, Q# has some interesting proofs of concepts on one specific implementation of Shor’s
algorithm. Using Q# Trace Simulator, a Flame graph [21] exporter has been built. This exporter is
only able to count one type of gate from a fixed set.

Each of the four examples provided in this section are limited to one specific quantum computing
framework and cannot be easily re-used to analyse quantum circuits built with other frameworks.
Moreover, half of the frameworks are only performing a shallow exploration, stopping at the first
level (i.e. stopping at the subroutines called directly by the profiled routine and not recursing
into deeper subroutines). Finally, none of the profiling features provided by the four frameworks
presented above have a direct way to deal with gates of variable execution time that can be found
in real hardware.

Note 1. Q# profiles quantum programs by “executing” them on a fake quantum processor that
will track and record data on the execution of the quantum program. Consequently, Q# profiler
should, in theory, be capable of handling dynamic quantum circuits (quantum circuits that contains
quantum measurements and that adapt the gates executed according to the measurement result).
Due to its static approach, and as discussed in Section 6.6, qprof is not able to analyse dynamic
quantum circuits yet.

3 HOW DOES QPROF WORKS?
3.1 General structure
Thegeneral structure of qprof is composed of 3main parts that interactwith each other: a framework-
agnostic quantum circuit representation, core data structures and logic, and several exporters. The
framework-agnostic representation of a quantum circuit has been outsourced to another Python
package named qcw.

The overall workflow of qprof is schematically explained in Figure 2. In this workflow, qprof
can be seen as a black-box that takes a “quantum circuit” as input and returns a “profiler report”.
This black-box view should be enough for users that only want to use the qprof tool, but experi-
enced users or plugins developers might need more details on the internals of qprof in order to
understand how it works.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of qprof workflow. Internally, qprof uses qcw to recover a framework-
agnostic representation of the quantum circuit. Then, this “universal” representation is used to profile the
given quantum circuit. Finally the profiling results are exported using one of qprof exporters and returned
to the user.

The following sections will introduce in details the three different parts that compose qprof.
Section 3.2 describes qcw and the framework-agnostic quantum circuit representation it provides
and that is used by qprof. A description of the core data structures and core logic is then provided
in Section 3.3. Finally an explanation of the different exporters natively provided by qprof is given
in Section 3.4.

3.2 The qcw package
The qprof tool aims at being the standard for profiling quantum circuits, independently of the
framework they are written with. In order to be versatile and support as many current and future
quantum computing frameworks as possible, qprof uses a package named qcw that is presented
in this section.

3.2.1 The qcw package. qprof extensibility is achieved via a companion Python package called
qcw and whose purpose is to abstract away all the specificities of the framework used to represent
the quantum circuit and provide a unified interface for all the implemented frameworks. To fulfil
its goals of being framework-agnostic and easily extensible, qcw provides a plugin mechanism that
allows anyone to implement a wrapper for a specific framework and make it available through the
qcw package. This high-extensibility is obtained thanks to the fact that plugins do not have to be
part of the main qcw package to be recognised by qcw: they can be developed, used and published
by anyone. This allows several situations that may help improving qcw (and consequently qprof)
compatibility with quantum computing framework and extensibility. For example, users might
decide to roll-out their own plugin to support a new framework they are using internally. Another
important situation that is made possible by qcw and its architecture is that framework vendors
have the opportunity to provide a qcw plugin along with their framework and to maintain it as
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qiskit.QuantumCircuit

qat.lang.AQASM.gates.AbstractGate

RoutineWrapper
__init__(framework_circuit)
name() -> str
is_base() -> bool
__iter__() -> iterator

qprof processing

qiskit plugin

framework plugin

my
ql

m plu
gin

unique
interface

Fig. 3. Schematic overview of the framework architecture used in qcw. Each framework-specific represen-
tation is wrapped by a RoutineWrapper. Each supported framework should have a corresponding qcw plu-
gin that implements the RoutineWrapper interface. The __init__ method initialises a RoutineWrapper
instance with an instance of the framework-specific quantum circuit representation. The name method re-
turns the name of the currently wrapped routine. is_base returns True if the routine is a native routine as
defined in Definition 3, else it returns False. Finally, the __iter__ method returns an object that can be
iterated on and whose iterates are the different subroutines called by the current routine.

an official plugin, effectively making qprof compatible with their framework without having to
support a code base outside of their framework.

Finally, such an architecture based on an external package that accept plugins allows the user to
only install the plugins and frameworks needed instead of installing all of them along with qprof.
This simple side improvement greatly reduces the installation time, installation size and plugin
discovery time as it avoids installing and loading unused quantum computing frameworks.

3.2.2 Framework support. The goal of qcw is to provide a unique interface to access information
about quantum programs that can be written using a variety of different frameworks. Taking into
account that several of the most successful quantum computing frameworks such as Qiskit, Cirq,
PyQuil or myQLM are Python libraries, and in order to ease its integration with these already
existing frameworks, qcw has naturally been designed as a Python library too. It is important to
note that this does not impede the capacity of qcw to support non-Python frameworks such as
XACC, QCOR, Q# orQuipper.

In order to be as generic as possible, qcw uses an abstract common interface to represent the
concept of “quantum (sub)routine”. This concept is formally defined in Definitions 1 to 3.
Definition 1. Quantum routine: a possibly parameterised, named, sequence of quantum subrou-
tines.
Definition 2. Quantum subroutine: a quantum routine that is part of a higher-level quantum
routine (i.e. that is called by another quantum routine).
Definition 3. Native quantum subroutine: a quantum routine that represents a native hardware
operation and that does not call any quantum subroutine.

Using Definitions 1 to 3, a common interface for the concept of “quantum routine” emerges.
First, a quantum routine should have a name that can be retrieved. Secondly, we should be able
to distinguish between native quantum routines and non-native ones. Finally, for each non-native
quantum routines, we need a way to iterate over all the subroutines composing it.

This interface, schematised in Figure 3, is the core abstraction layer of qcw that allows it to be
as independent as possible from the underlying quantum computing framework used to represent
the profiled quantum circuit and to provide a unified interface across a wide range of different
frameworks.
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Currently, qcw has been used to successfully access quantum circuits built with the Qiskit and
myQLM frameworks. OpenQASM 2.0 support is also implemented using Qiskit translation capa-
bilities by building a qiskit.QuantumCircuit instance from the given OpenQASM 2.0 code and
using the Qiskit wrapper of qcw. Using the same idea, an experimental XACC wrapper has been
implemented by exporting XACC code to OpenQASM 2.0. Finally, Q# andQuipper support is cur-
rently being envisioned and should be implementable as both framework implement either Python
bindings or a method to export to OpenQASM 2.0 code.

3.3 Core data structures and logic
Now that the issue of adapting qprof to the various quantum computing frameworks has been
solved, we can start considering the main problem of profiling a quantum circuit.

Section 3.3.1 introduces the different quantities that might be interesting to include in a quan-
tum program profiling report, comparing with classical computing quantities when appropriate.
Then, Section 3.3.2 explains the main graphical representation used through this paper and in
qprof: the call-graph representation. Finally, Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 introduce respectively the
data-structures and the algorithms used internally by qprof to profile a quantum circuit imple-
mentation.

3.3.1 Interesting data to profile. Profiling a program is the action of gathering data on its execution.
For classical programs and profilers, the list of data that can be gathered is quite extensive ranging
from high-level quantities such as the time spent in a given function or the memory used during
the program execution to low-level information recovered via hardware counters such as cache
misses or branch-prediction-misses.

But for quantum computing, the quantities of interest need to be adapted as several classical data
such as cache-miss or branch-prediction-miss do not have any meaning anymore. Nevertheless
some classical quantities have a quantum analogue that may be useful for optimisation purposes.

This is the case for the classical “instruction number” quantity, that translates trivially to its
quantum counterpart “native gate number” (or “hardware gate number”). The number of native
gates executed by a quantum routine is a useful information for several reasons: it is simple, the
routine worst-case execution time can be computed from it and a lower-bound of the routine error
rate can also be devised using this information.

Another classical quantity that can be translated to quantum computing is the “time spent in
routine”. This quantity can be subdivided in two more specific figures: the “time spent exclusively
in routine” (sometimes called “self time”) and the “time spent in subroutines called by the routine”.
This separation is often done in classical profiling programs as having these two execution times
gives very useful information about the profiled routine that cannot be obtained from the “time
spent in routine” only.

The last classical quantitywith ameaningful quantum counterpart is the “memory usage”, which
may be translated as “number of qubits needed” when using quantum computers.

About quantities without a clear classical parallel but potentially useful, one can cite the “routine
depth” as an approximation of the total execution time of the routine, the “T-count” for error-
correction estimates, the “idle time” to estimate the potential effects of qubit decoherence on the
routine, the needed “chip topology” in order to execute the routine, the “quantum gate parallelism”
the implementation is able to reach, etc.

3.3.2 Graph representation (call-graph). Following Definitions 1 to 3 and the RoutineWrapper
interface we defined in Section 3.2.2, a graph-like representation of a quantum program seems to
be particularly well suited. In this representation, nodes are quantum routines and an oriented
edge from node A to node B means that the quantum routine represented by A calls the quantum
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Grover’s algorithm

H … H oracle diffusion

X … X ccx ccx X H … H X … X CnX X … X H … H

Fig. 4. Call-graph representation of one possible implementation of Grover’s algorithm. Dashed squares with
dots within them mean a repetition of the two gates around the dashed node. Dashed arrows starting from
the two ccx nodes and the CnX node represent a sub-graph that has not been included here for readability
reasons.

Grover’s algorithm

oracle diffusion

ccx X CnX H

×1

×
1

×
n

×2

×
(n
+
1)

×2n

×
1

×2n

Fig. 5. Call-graph representation of one possible implementation of Grover’s algorithm. Each node repre-
sents one routine rather than one call to the routine. Edges have been regrouped and labelled with the num-
ber of calls for readability purposes. In the internal representation used by qprof, edges are not regrouped
and are ordered to account for the original quantum program subroutine call order.

subroutine represented by B. This representation of a program is called a call-graph in classical
computing.
Figure 4 shows a call-graph representation of one possible implementation of Grover’s algo-

rithm. Even though this representation is valid according to the general definition of a call-graph,
it contains a lot of redundant information that scrambles the useful data in visual noise. Because
of this, most of the call graph representations avoid the duplication of nodes, i.e. create one node
for a specific routine and re-use this node whenever the routine is called.

Figure 5 shows another possible call-graph representation of the same implementation of Grover’s
algorithm. Here, a graph node represents a unique routine and is re-used whenever this routine is
called.
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RoutineNode
subroutines: List[RoutineNode]
cost: double
T-count: integer
topology: Topology

Fig. 6. Example of a possible RoutineNode containing information on the cost, theT -count and the required
topology of the routine it represents. Text on the left of each line represents the name of the stored in-
formation and is followed by the type that stores this information. RoutineNode instances always store a
(possibly empty) list of subroutines that are called by the represented routine. This list encodes the edges of
the call-graph, i.e. if the RoutineNodeA has B in its subroutines, an edge fromA to B will be present in the
call-graph.

3.3.3 Data structures. To profile a given quantum circuit (or equivalently a given call-graph),
qprof will naturally have to explore it and gather data through the exploration. The exploration is
performed using a data structure inspired from graph exploration: RoutineNode.
A RoutineNode represents one node of the call graph (i.e. one routine of the quantum circuit)

and stores information about the represented node. An example of a possible RoutineNode is given
in Figure 6.

In order to be as efficient as possible on a wide class of quantum circuits, qprof does its best
to reduce the number of call-graph nodes it has to explore. To do so, qprof caches instances of
RoutineNode: the first time a routine is seen, its corresponding RoutineNode will be created and
saved in order to be re-used without having to re-create the RoutineNode instance each time the
routine is encountered.

This cache mechanism is implemented using a factory pattern: a RoutineNode should only be
created indirectly through a dedicated RoutineNodeFactory instance. The RoutineNodeFactory
instance keeps track of all the RoutineNode it has already created and implements the cache using
Python dict data structure, internally implemented as a hash table. The cache implemented by
RoutineNodeFactory has nomaximum size, meaning that it will keep each RoutineNode instance
created.This absence of cache invalidation is not an issue as every cached routine is already present
in the profiled quantum circuit, meaning that qprof memory usage is at worse equivalent to the
profiled quantum circuit memory usage.

Due to the requirements of the hash table data structure, RoutineNode instances should be
hashable and comparable with other RoutineNode instances. These requirements are offloaded by
qprof to the qcw RoutineWrapper data structure to leave the possibility to use hash and equality
operators provided by the wrapped framework. The final interface of the RoutineWrapper data
structure is shown in Figure 7.

Note 2. The implementation of the hash and equality operators should be performed with care
as their characteristics are crucial for qprof runtime and accuracy. The main requirements are
imposed by the hash table data structure used by qprof: hash and equality operators should have
a complexity in O (1), and the hash operator should have the best quality possible (i.e. the lowest
collision rate possible).

Implementing correct hash and equality operations with a complexity of O (1) may be non-
trivial, as the constant complexity requirements prevents the operators from exploring each of the
gates contained in the tested routine. qcw implements the hash and equality operators using the
name and the parameters of the routine at hand, with the assumption that two routines with the
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RoutineWrapper
__init__(framework_circuit)
name() -> str
is_base() -> bool
__iter__() -> iterator
__eq__(other_routine) -> bool
__hash__() -> int

Fig. 7. Final RoutineWrapper interface. __init__, name, is_base and __iter__ methods are described in
Figure 3. The __eq__ method tests if other_routine is equal to the current instance. __hash__ computes
an integer hash of the currently wrapped routine.

same name and the same parameters will contain exactly the same gates (and consequently, are
equal). This assumption might be invalidated in the case of randomised routines.

3.3.4 qprof algorithms. The main procedure and only function accessible from qprof interface,
qprof.profile, is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: qprof.profile, the main qprof function
Input: main_routine a quantum circuit, gate_costs a dictionary-like data-structure

storing the cost for each native quantum gate, exporter the qprof exporter to use,
framework_arguments arguments forwarded to the quantum computing
framework used to represent main_routine

Output: exporter_report the report returned by the given exporter
1 factory← new RoutineNodeFactory() ;
2 qcw_routine← qcw.Routine(main_routine, framework_arguments) ;
3 tree_root← factory.get(qcw_routine, gate_costs) ;
4 return exporter.export(tree_root) ;

This procedure calls the method RoutineNodeFactory.get that is detailed in Algorithm 2. A
study of the runtime complexity of Algorithm 2 is provided in Section 4.1.

Algorithms used by the different exporters to summarise the call-graph built with RoutineNode
instancesmay use internal data structures and other algorithms in order to generate a report.These
are specific to the exporter and Section 3.4.1 gives an example with some details and a description
of the data structure used by the gprof-compatible exporter along with the limitation it imposes
to the quantum circuits that can be handled by the exporter.

3.4 Exporters
qprof also implement several exporters that will transform the abstract quantum program repre-
sentation described in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 to a more usable format.

Exporters should implement a specific interface schematised in Figure 8. qprof natively imple-
ments two textual exporters: one that outputs a gprof-compatible format and another that returns
a JSON-formatted string that directly represents a flat call-tree structure used internally by the
gprof exporter.

3.4.1 Flat call-tree representation. Before the profiler report generation, it is convenient to sum-
marise the information contained in the generic call-graph structure presented in Sections 3.3.2

ACM Trans. Quantum Comput., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2022.
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Algorithm 2: factory.get, qprof processing applied for each node of the call-graph. Gate
cost is the only information computed by qprof for the moment. Making qprof compatible
with other information such as topology or program parallelism will require to update this
algorithm.
Input: routine a quantum circuit wrapped by qcw, factory a qcw routine factory,

gate_costs a dictionary-like data-structure storing the cost for each native
quantum gate

Output: routine_node an instance of RoutineNode, the internal qprof data structure to
represent one node of the call-graph

/* 1. Try to find the routine in the cache and return it if found */

1 if routine in factory.cache then
2 return factory.cache[routine] ;
3 end
/* 2. The node has never been encountered yet, build it and add it to the

cache */

4 routine_node← RoutineNode() ;
5 routine_node.self_cost← 0 ;
6 routine_node.subroutine_costs← 0 ;
7 routine_node.subroutines← list () ;
8 routine_node.routine_name← routine.name() ;
/* 3. Test if the explored node is a leaf (native gate) */

9 if routine_node.routine_name in gate_costs or routine.is_base() then
10 routine_node.self_cost← gate_costs[routine_node.routine_name] ;
11 return routine_node ;
12 end

/* 4. Else, if the explored node is not a leaf, recurse into its children
*/

13 foreach subroutine in routine.__iter__() do
14 child_node← factory.get(subroutine, gate_costs) ;
15 routine_node.subroutines.append(child_node) ;

/* Important note: the following line assumes that the ``cost'' is an
additive quantity. It will have to be updated for non-additive
quantities such as error rates or topology. */

16 routine_node.subroutine_costs← routine_node.subroutine_costs +
child_node.self_cost + child_node.subroutine_costs ;

17 end
/* 5. Update the cache with the computed routine before returning */

18 factory.cache[routine]← routine_node ;
19 return routine_node ;

and 3.3.3. To do so, the gprof and JSON exporters both rely on a flat structure that represents a
directed call-tree (i.e. a directed call-graph without loops).

This structure puts an additional restriction to the quantum programs that can be profiled using
these exporters: the interdiction to have recursive subroutines (a subroutine that ends up calling
itself). It is important to realise that this restriction does not have a huge impact on the area of
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BaseExporter
__init__(**args)
export(RoutineNode) -> Any

Fig. 8. Exporter interface. Any plugin that implements an exporter should be a derived from the
BaseExporter class and implement this interface. The return type of the export method is not specified
and can be anything. The main profile function will return the output of the exporter.

application of qprof because, as of today, recursive subroutine calls do not seem to be widespread
in quantum computing programs and the restriction only applies to the gprof and JSON exporters,
the core logic of qprof being capable of handling recursive subroutine calls without any issue.

The flat call-tree structure stores, for each subroutine A encountered in the call-graph explo-
ration, a list of all the subroutines B called by A. Along with each called subroutine B, the structure
stores the number of times B has been called by A and the cost associated with these calls. Finally,
in order to simplify the report generation, each called routine B will also store a list of the rou-
tines A it has been called by. Within this list is also stored the number of calls to B that have been
performed from each A and the cost associated with these calls.

3.4.2 gprof output. The gprof exporter aims at generating a profiler report that is compatible
with the profiler report returned by gprof, a well-known classical profiler. Being compatible with
a tool that has been around for decades and is still actively used has several advantages.

First and foremost, the fact that a tool that has been stable for decades and is still actively used
shows that it provides satisfaction to its users, meaning that the output format includes enough
information and is sufficiently easy to read and use in practice.

Secondly, a decades-old, largely used, output format is likely to have a lot of official or user-
contributed tools to help analysing and representing it in the best way possible. This is the case
for the gprof format that can be translated to a call-graph using the gprof2dot tool and the dot
executable from Graphviz library.

Finally, the gprof output is simple to generate: it is a textual file with a simple and regular
format.

3.4.3 Reading a gprof-based call-graph. As explained in Section 3.4.2, gprof output (and qprof
output when used with the gprof-compatible exporter) can be visualised as a call-graph using the
gprof2dot tool and the dot executable from the Graphviz library. Such a call-graph is depicted
in Figure 9.

Each node of the graph represents a unique quantum routine.The name of this quantum routine
can be read on the first line of text inside the node. The second line of text in the node is the
percentage of the total cost associated with the routine represented by the node, including the
cost of subroutines called by the routine (also called total_time when the considered cost is the
execution time). The third line represents the total cost of the routine represented by the node,
but excluding subroutines (also called self_time when the considered cost is the execution time).
The fourth line represents the number of times the routine is called in the program. Finally, each
node is coloured according to the total time spent in the routine it represents from dark-red for
high-cost routines to light-green for low-cost routines.

Each directed edge of the graph represents a subroutine call: if a directed edge that goes from
node parent to node child is present, it means that the routine represented by node parent is
calling the subroutine represented by node child at least once. Each edge is annotated with the
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Fig. 9. Example of a simple call-graph generated with the help of gprof2dot and the dot tool from the
Graphviz library.

H T † T

T

T † T

T

T †

H

Fig. 10. Standard representation of a quantum circuit. Time goes from left to right, giving the order in which
quantum gates are applied. Horizontal lines represent qubits. Gates are represented by rectangles, with the
notable exception of the CNOT gates that has a control qubit (small black dot) and a target qubit (circle with
a cross in the inside) linked together by a straight line.

percentage of the total cost transferred from parent to child (i.e. the cost that was consumed
calling child from within parent) and the number of times parent is calling child.
With these definitions, and provided that the cost used is an additive quantity, the main routine

will always have an execution time of 100% and the sum of the percentages of each outgoing edge
of a given node should be equal to the total_time of this node.

3.4.4 Advantages of the call-graph visualisation. There are several advantages to the call-graph
representation used in Figure 9 when compared to the other possible representations of a quantum
circuit.
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One of the most widespread way of representing a quantum circuit in the quantum computing
community is depicted in Figure 10. This representation has the advantage of being simple to
understand and precise with respect to which quantum operation should be applied and when.
One of the disadvantages of this representation is that it becomes quickly unreadable for quantum
circuits containing a lot of quantum gates. It is also a shallow representation: the only way of
representing a main quantum circuitC that calls the subroutine R without inlining the call to R in
C is by representingC and R separately.This becomes quickly unmanageable for complex quantum
circuits that may call tens of nested subroutines.

The call-graph representation has the advantage of complementing the standard quantum cir-
cuit representation of Figure 10: its main strength is its ability to represent very large and deeply
nested quantum circuits in one synthetic and concise graph, providing a readable and global rep-
resentation of the whole quantum circuit. In the call-graph representation, all the routines of the
profiled quantum circuit are represented and the relationship between each routine (which one
calls and which one is called) is explicit.

4 COMPLEXITY AND RUNTIME ANALYSIS
4.1 Asymptotic complexity of qprof
The runtime efficiency of qprof is one of its strength: it will be very efficient on most of real-world
quantum circuit implementation.

Let first recall that qprof only access a quantum circuit through the interface provided by qcw
and summarised in Figure 7. This means that computing the asymptotic complexity of profiling a
given quantum circuit depends on the complexity of the qcw methods and on the number of call
to such methods qprof needs to perform.
Algorithm 2 details the algorithm used by qprof to initialise its internal data structures. This

algorithm is only applied once, on the routine to profile (the call-graph root, i.e. the only node that
does not have any incoming edge), and then recurses into the call graph to explore all the nodes
needed.

qcw interface is implicitly or explicitly called on six lines of Algorithm 2. First on lines 1 and
2, the hash and equality operators are called in order to perform hash table operations. Then, on
line 8, the name of the currently explored routine is retrieved once. A test to check if the routine
is considered as “native” is performed with a call to the is_basemethod at line 9. The for-loop on
line 13 is also calling the __iter__ method once. Finally, line 18 is calling the hash and equality
operators again to add an entry in the cache implemented as a hash table.
Note 3. The __iter__ method is only called once but will iterate over all the subroutines of
the current routine even those that have already been seen and cached by qprof. The already
cached subroutines will simply end the recursion for this branch of the call-graph in the call to
factory.get without exploring their subroutines.

A summary of the number of calls to the differentmethods provided by qcw interface is provided
in Table 1.
Even though c in Table 1, the average number of calls to __eq__, seems hard to bound in general,

Python documentation provides guarantees on the asymptotic complexity of the operations on a
dict instance: access and modification of the data structure, which are the 2 operations performed
by qprof, are O (1) on average and O (n) on amortised worst case.This mean that for each explored
nodes of the call-graph, qprof will only have to perform O (1) operations on average.
In the end, qprof asymptotic complexity depends entirely on the number of nodes of the call-

graph it needs to explore. This number depends on the profiled circuit and no general formula that
include the number of gates in the profiled quantum circuit can be devised.
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Table 1. Number of calls of qprof implementation to the qcw interface for each explored node of the call-
graph. Note that a few optimisations that do not appear on Algorithm 2 for readability purpose have been
performed in the implementation. This table provides the counts of the optimised implementation. c is a
number that depends on the implementation of the hash table and the quality of the hash function used
and that represents the expected average number of equality tests that should be performed at each access
to the hash table. “Nodes” in the last column encompass both “Leafs” and “Non-leafs”.

RoutineWrapper method Leafs, non-cached Non-leafs, non-cached Nodes, cached
name () -> str 1 1 0
is_base () -> bool 1 1 0
__iter__() -> iterator 0 1 (see Note 3) 0
__eq__(other) -> bool c 2c c
__hash__() -> int 1 2 1

Algorithm 1: get_linear_circuit
Input: n an integer
Output: circuit a quantum circuit

1 if n == 1 then
2 return H gate ;
3 end
4 circuit ← empty_circuit(name = n) ;
5 circuit.append(get_linear_circuit(n− 1))

;
6 return circuit ;

(a) Pseudo-code of the algorithm to generate the linear
quantum circuit.

n

n− 1

. . .

2

H

(b) Call-graph representation of the linear quantum cir-
cuit.

Fig. 11. Example of quantum circuit that contains a constant number of quantum gates (here only 1) but
that will require qprof O (n) operations to analyse and output a profile report.

To illustrate this claim, two example quantum circuits are provided. Figure 11 provides an ex-
ample of a quantum circuit that contains only 1 quantum gate but that will require qprof to visit
an arbitrarily large number N of nodes in the call-graph. On the other side, Figure 12 shows a
quantum circuit that contains N = 2n quantum gates but that will only require qprof to explore
O (log2 N ) nodes of the call-graph.
We can still have an upper-bound of the number of operations qprof will have to perform on

a given quantum circuit by restricting each routine to call at most Nsubroutine subroutines and by
using the number of unique quantum gates Nu used in the circuit. For example, the quantum
circuit depicted in Figure 12(b) has Nu = 4 because it contains 4 unique gates: {H , 2, 3, 4} and the
quantum circuit depicted in Figure 11(b) has Nu = n unique quantum gates: {H , 2, . . . ,n − 1,n}.
For a quantum circuit in which routines are restricted to call at most Nsubroutine subroutines, qprof
will explore at most (Nsubroutine × Nu) nodes of the call-graph.
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Algorithm 1: get_binary_tree_circuit
Input: n an integer
Output: circuit a quantum circuit

1 if n == 1 then
2 return H gate ;
3 end
4 circuit ← empty_circuit(name = n) ;
5 circuit.append(get_binary_tree_circuit(n− 1)) ;
6 circuit.append(get_binary_tree_circuit(n− 1)) ;
7 return circuit ;

(a) Pseudo-code of the algorithm to generate the
binary_tree quantum circuit.

4

3

2

H H

2

H H

3

2

H H

2

H H

(b) Call-graph representation of the binary_tree quan-
tum circuit for n = 4. Nodes drawn in grey are not
processed by qprof thanks to the caching mechanism de-
scribed in Section 3.3.3.

Fig. 12. Example of quantum circuit that contains an exponential number of quantum gates (here 2n ) but
that will require qprof only O (n) operations to analyse and output a profile report.

4.2 Real-world execution time
We benchmarked the execution time of qprof on several well-known use-cases. These benchmarks
were performed on one core of a Intel Xeon Platinum 8260M cadenced at 2.40GHz. Table 2, Table 3
and Table 4 give the average and standard deviation of the profiling time for quantum circuits
implementing three different use cases. The “Profiling time” and “Saved time” measurements have
been performed 100 times and each table contains the average time and the standard deviation
observed over the 100 executions.
“Saved time” is an estimation of the execution time saved thanks to the caching mechanism

implemented. It is computed by saving the time needed to profile a routine when it is first en-
countered and then incrementing a counter by this exact same time each time the routine is seen
again and the cache is used. This methodology tends to produce noisy results because an impreci-
sion in the first measurement will lead to an accumulation of errors, but the computed standard
deviations are always relatively low compared to the average which is a good indicator that the
obtained “Saved time” is close to the real saved time.

5 CODE EXAMPLES AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
This section includes several examples of qprof usage on various quantum circuits ranging from a
simple Toffoli gate decomposition in Section 5.1 to more complex algorithm implementations such
as Grover’s algorithm in Section 5.2. All these benchmarks are performed on circuits generated
using the qiskit framework. An example of benchmarking a quantum implementation of a 1-
dimensional wave equation solver written using the myQLM framework is finally provided in
Section 5.3.

5.1 Benchmarking a simple program
One of the most simple quantum program that can be benchmarked is the implementation of a
Toffoli gate. Such a benchmark has the benefit of being simple enough to be studied by hand which
means that we will be able to verify qprof results by hand-computing them.

The decomposition of a Toffoli gate as implemented in the qiskit framework is depicted in
Figure 13. A complete example using qprof to profile the default Toffoli gate decomposition in
qiskit is shown in Listing 1.
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Table 2. qprof observed runtime on quantum circuits generated using the quantum algorithm described
in [36] and also used in Listing 3. The evolve_1d_dirichlet function was used with an evolution time of 0.1,
a desired precision ϵ = 10−3, a trotter order of 1 and a varying number of discretisation points given in the N
column. The nearly instantaneous generation times have to do with how the myQLM framework is working:
the circuit is generated lazily when needed. Consequently, the Profiling time and Saved time column also
include the time needed to construct the quantum circuits. Profiling time and Saved time columns provide
average ± standard_deviation numbers obtained by profiling 100 times the generated circuit.

N #Qubit Gate number Generation (s) Profiling time (s) Saved time (s)
23 4 126846 0.000 0.01 ± 0.00 0.82 ± 0.01
24 5 528768 0.000 0.02 ± 0.00 2.99 ± 0.03
25 6 1953720 0.000 0.04 ± 0.01 10.17 ± 0.14
26 7 6773868 0.000 0.09 ± 0.02 33.26 ± 0.31
27 8 22575672 0.000 0.24 ± 0.03 106.92 ± 1.52
28 9 73323792 0.000 0.66 ± 0.03 333.43 ± 4.26
29 10 233816544 0.000 1.90 ± 0.04 1043.10 ± 14.02
210 11 735473520 0.000 5.48 ± 0.07 3215.83 ± 44.62
211 12 2289028896 0.000 15.73 ± 0.15 9914.92 ± 132.58
212 13 7063525944 0.000 45.77 ± 0.42 30473 ± 275
213 14 21643231428 0.000 132.21 ± 1.15 92083 ± 1133
214 15 65922050880 0.000 383.65 ± 6.79 270824 ± 5494

Table 3. qprof observed runtime on quantum circuits generated using the function
qiskit.algorithms.HHL. The linear system matrices were constructed with the function
qiskit.algorithms.linear_solvers.matrices.TridiagonalToeplitz(N , 1, 0.5) and the
right-hand side b has been picked randomly. Profiling time and Saved time columns provide
average ± standard_deviation numbers obtained by profiling 100 times the generated circuit.

N #Qubit Gate number Generation (s) Profiling time (s) Saved time (s)
21 5 1049 0.087 0.02 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.05
22 9 8759 0.465 0.03 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00
23 13 34866 1.523 0.09 ± 0.02 0.45 ± 0.03
24 16 192104 7.572 0.18 ± 0.00 1.56 ± 0.01
25 20 581170 21.881 0.63 ± 0.09 4.14 ± 0.33
26 24 1744225 63.612 2.09 ± 0.25 11.63 ± 0.79
27 28 4937772 175.546 7.23 ± 0.89 31.41 ± 1.09
28 32 12310383 441.949 25.67 ± 0.73 91.72 ± 3.58
29 36 33471747 1234.263 98.59 ± 0.12 289.60 ± 3.76

The output of qprof, which is here in a gprof-compatible format, can then be analysed. For
the sake of readability and brevity, the full gprof-compatible profiler report will not be included
verbatim in this paper and will rather be visualised using the gprof2dot tool that allows represent-
ing gprof reports as call-graphs. The call-graph obtained from the report generated in Listing 1 is
depicted in Figure 14.
From the call-graph depicted in Figure 14, it is clear that the cost of a Toffoli gate comes from its 6

controlled-X gates, that account for more than 98% of the total execution time. It is also interesting
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Table 4. qprof observed runtime on quantum circuits generated using the function
qiskit.algorithms.Shor trying to factor the number N . Profiling time and Saved time columns
provide average ± standard_deviation numbers obtained by profiling 100 times the generated circuit.

N #Qubit Gate number Generation (s) Profiling time (s) Saved time (s)
15 18 35049 2.644 0.07 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00
77 30 216651 11.840 0.21 ± 0.03 2.15 ± 0.45
221 34 340817 17.460 0.26 ± 0.00 2.96 ± 0.02
437 38 511039 24.161 0.30 ± 0.00 3.84 ± 0.04
899 42 737301 34.197 0.36 ± 0.00 4.89 ± 0.06
2021 46 1030547 42.204 0.44 ± 0.00 6.69 ± 0.07
4087 50 1402681 58.869 0.51 ± 0.01 8.50 ± 0.10
6557 54 1866567 76.888 0.59 ± 0.16 10.03 ± 1.31
14351 58 2436029 98.285 0.62 ± 0.01 11.29 ± 0.14
30967 62 3125851 109.153 0.73 ± 0.01 14.47 ± 0.12
38021 66 3951777 142.007 0.81 ± 0.01 16.85 ± 0.20

=

H T † T

T

T † T

T

T †

H

Fig. 13. Standard decomposition of a Toffoli gate into 1− and 2− qubit gates.

Code Listing 1. Python code needed to use qprof on the Toffoli gate implementation and save the profiler
report in a gprof-compatible format in a file named toffoli.qprof.

from qiskit import QuantumCircuit

from qprof import profile

# Circuit construction

circuit = QuantumCircuit(3, name="one_ccx_circuit")

circuit.ccx(0, 1, 2)

# Profiling

gate_costs = {"u1": 0, "u2": 10, "u3": 30, "u": 30, "cx": 300}

gprof_output = profile(

circuit , gate_costs , "gprof", include_native_gates=True

)

with open("toffoli.qprof", "w") as f:

f.write(gprof_output)

to note that theT gate, known to be very costly when error-correction is needed, is “free” on IBM
Quantum chips when error-correction is not needed as it is equivalent to a phase change.
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Fig. 14. Call-graph for the Toffoli gate implementation.Quantum gates included in the gate_costs variable
(here u, u1, u2, u3 and cx) are considered as native gates. Only native gates have a non-zero self-time as they
are the only gates that are really executed on the hardware.

5.2 Grover’s algorithm
The Toffoli gate is a good example to start and understand the meaning of qprof’s output but the
end goal of qprof is to be able to profile large and complex quantum circuits. A good first candidate
to show how qprof performs on a more complex circuit is Grover’s algorithm.

In this example we use Grover’s algorithm on four qubits to find the three quantum states that
verify the following formula:

(q0 ∨ ¬q1) ∧ (¬q2 ∧ q3). (1)
The only three 4-qubit quantum states verifying Equation (1) are |0001⟩, |1001⟩ and |1101⟩, q0
being the left-most qubit in the bra-ket notation.

The code needed to generate the gprof-compatible output for Grover’s algorithmwith the oracle
presented in Equation (1) is given in Listing 2. The resulting call-graph, included in Figure 15,
clearly shows that the controlled-X gate is still the major contributor to the total cost. But this
time, contrarily to the Toffoli example shown in Section 5.1, the controlled-X gate is called by
three different subroutines that all contribute significantly to the overall cost: c3z, ccz and mcx.
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Code Listing 2. Python code needed to use qprof on the Grover implementation and save the profiler report
in a gprof-compatible format in a file named grover.qprof.

from qiskit.algorithms import AmplificationProblem , Grover

from qiskit.circuit.library import PhaseOracle

from qprof import profile

# Circuit construction

oracle = PhaseOracle("(v0 | ~v1) & (~v2 & v3)")

problem = AmplificationProblem(oracle , is_good_state=oracle.evaluate_bitstring)

grover = Grover(iterations=1)

circuit = grover.construct_circuit(problem)

# Profile

gate_costs = {"u1": 0, "u2": 10, "u3": 30, "u": 30, "cx": 300}

gprof_output = profile(circuit , gate_costs , "gprof", include_native_gates=True)

with open("grover.qprof", "w") as f:

f.write(gprof_output)

Thanks to qprof it is now easy to understand the subroutines that contribute the most to the
total cost. More importantly, the gprof-compatible report and the call-graph representation give
very insightful information about subroutines calls that are crucial for circuit optimisation. Such
information can be used to weight the impact of a given optimisation and then decide whether or
not it is worth applying it.

For example, knowing that the ccz subroutine takes 18.61% of the total time, it is easy to deduce
that a 20% improvement in the implementation of ccz will translate into a tiny 18.61%

5 = 3.72%
improvement to the overall cost, which might not be worth the effort. On the other hand, opti-
mising the c3z subroutine to reduce its cost by 20% improves the overall cost by 9.22%, which is
nearly 10% and might be an interesting optimisation target. Finally, the call-graph visualisation
conveys clearly the information that the cx gate is the most costly subroutine of the Grover’s cir-
cuit, meaning that even a slight optimisation of the cx cost will have a high impact on the overall
implementation cost.

5.3 Quantum wave equation solver
Finally, we include in this paper a more complex example that has been implemented in a previ-
ous work with myQLM, a quantum computing framework maintained by Atos. The code used to
generate the benchmarked quantum program is available at https://gitlab.com/cerfacs/qaths/ and
is explained in [36].
This example demonstrates that, as can be seen in Listing 3, qprof interface stays nearly the

same even though the framework used is now completely different. The only exceptions are some
additional parameters (such as linking_set in Listing 3) that are directly forwarded to the frame-
work plugin used and additional gate definitions in the gate_costs data structure because of the
way gate decomposition is handled in myQLM.

The call graph obtained by running Listing 3 is reproduced in Figure 16. In order for the call-
graph to be readable on a paper format, negligible subroutines and calls (i.e. nodes and edges
respectively) have been discarded from the graphical representation. The call-graph clearly shows
that most of the execution time is spent in the oracle implementation. Moreover, multi-controlled-
X gates are the major contributors to the total execution time.
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Fig. 15. Call-graph for the Grover’s algorithm implementation.Quantum gates included in the gate_costs
variable (here u, u1, u2, u3 and cx) are considered as native gates. Only native gates have a non-zero self-time
as they are the only gates that are really executed on the hardware. Some percentages might not add up to
exactly 100% due to rounding errors.
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Fig. 16. Call-graph of the quantum wave equation solver. Nodes (i.e. quantum routines) that account for less
than 0.5% of the total execution time are not plotted. Edges (i.e. subroutine calls) that account for 0.1% or
less of the total execution time are also discarded for readability purposes.
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Code Listing 3. Python code needed to use qprof with the QatHS library, on top of myQLM, and save the
profiler report in a gprof-compatible format in a file named qaths.qprof.

from qaths.applications.wave_equation.evolve_1D_dirichlet import

evolve_1d_dirichlet

from qaths.applications.wave_equation.linking_sets.arithmetic_adder import

get_linking_set as arith_linking_set

from qprof import profile

# Circuit generation

time = 0.1

discretisation_size = 2 ** 10

epsilon = 1e-3

trotter_order = 1

routine = evolve_1d_dirichlet(time , discretisation_size , epsilon , trotter_order)

# Gate execution time definition

G = {"u1": 0, "u2": 89, "u3": 178 , "cx": 930}

gate_costs = {

"cu1": 2 * G["cx"] + 2 * G["u1"],

"cu2": 2 * G["cx"] + 2 * G["u3"],

"X": G["u3"],

"H": G["u2"],

"CNOT": G["cx"],

"CCNOT": 6 * G["cx"] + 2 * G["u2"] + 7 * G["u1"],

"CH": 2 * G["cx"] + 2 * G["u3"],

"PH": 3 * G["u1"] + 2 * G["cx"],

"CPH": 3 * G["u1"] + 2 * G["cx"],

"CCPH": None ,

}

gate_costs["CCPH"] = 3 * gate_costs["CPH"] + 2 * gate_costs["CCNOT"]

gate_costs["CCCNOT"] = 6 * gate_costs["CCNOT"] + 2 * gate_costs["cu2"] + 7 *

gate_costs["cu1"]

# Profiling

result = profile(

routine ,

gate_costs ,

linking_set=arith_linking_set(discretisation_size),

exporter="gprof",

)

with open("qaths.qprof", "w") as f:

f.write(result)

6 DISCUSSION
Now that we have described qprof internals and how to use it on quantum circuits, we can compare
the insights it provides with the current state-of-the-art. We also discuss the current limitations
of the tool and potential improvements that could be added in the future.

6.1 Comparison with the state-of-the-art
A description of the profiling or resource estimate capabilities of several widely used quantum
computing frameworks have been provided in Section 2.2.
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One of the first advantages provided by qprof comparatively with the frameworks presented in
Section 2.2 is its framework agnostic interface. As explained in Section 3.2 and shown in Listings 1
to 3, qprof can handle nearly transparently different quantum computing frameworks and provide
a standardised report. The fact that qprof has been architectured as shown in Figure 2 allows it to
decouple entirely the framework used to represent the profiled quantum circuit from the output
format. It means that if a new exporter is implemented in the future, it will be available for all
the implemented frameworks. Conversely, if a new framework adapter is added to qcw, qprof will
directly be able to generate reports using all the already existing exporters.This decoupling, crucial
due to the increasing number of quantum computing frameworks, has not been implemented by
any of the existing resource estimation features listed in Section 2.2, each framework providing
features that are only compatible with its own quantum circuit representation.

Additionally qprof already provides a more detailed report thanmost of the quantum computing
frameworks listed in Section 2.2. The Q# Flame graph exporter provides the same type of informa-
tion by using a different visualisation format (Flame graphs [21]) but seems to be less flexible than
qprof with respect to the quantities that can be profiled.

6.2 qprof and quantum circuit compilation
qprof might be used to understand the impact of quantum compilation on a given quantum circuit
provided that the compilation tool-chain used does not destroy the call-graph structure of the
quantum circuit.

One of the only strong requirement of the qprof tool is that the quantum circuit provided can
be explored using the unified interface provided by qcw. But in order for qprof to generate a useful
report, a few other requirements should be checked.

First, routine names should be informative and human-readable. This requirement seems trivial
at first sight, but quantum program compilers might generate routines, for example using quantum
circuit synthesis algorithms [10, 11, 31], and the name attached to the generated quantum circuit
might not be informative at all.

Secondly, and even more importantly, the profiled quantum program should contain enough
information about the routines and subroutines used. Some compilers such as the one used by
Qiskit at the time of writing (version 0.32.1) start the compilation process by flattening the quan-
tum circuit and unrolling all the quantum gates that are not in the basis provided. As soon as the
quantum circuit has been flattened, all the call-graph information is lost and cannot be retrieved
by qprof anymore, making its report less useful when the profiled circuit has been flattened.
Figure 17 illustrates this issue with an implementation of Shor’s algorithm trying to factorise the

number 15: qprof report before the transpilation provides enough information to plot a meaningful
call-graph as shown in Figure 17(a) whereas qprof report for the exact same circuit but after calling
Qiskit transpiler (Figure 17(b)) contains nearly no useful information.
This means that qprof will only interact nicely with compilers if and only if the compiler used is

able to keep relatively untouched the structure of the call-graph. Currently, only a few compilers
are able to do so but projects like QCOR [28] may help democratising this approach. For compilers
that check this property, qprof will be able to help visualising the effect of compiler on the circuit
costs by plotting the call-graphs of the original and compiled circuits side by side and comparing
the different costs computed.

6.3 qprof and hardware-aware timings
The fact that most of the current compilers are flattening the compiled circuit makes qprof reports
less meaningful and informative as shown in Section 6.2. Not being able to use compilers restrict
the class of quantum circuits that might be sent to qprof: hardware-compliant circuits are not
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(a) Call-graph obtained on the circuit generated using Qiskit implemen-
tation of Shor’s algorithm trying to factorise 15.
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(b) Call-graph obtained on the circuit
generated using Qiskit implementation
of Shor’s algorithm trying to factorise
15. qiskit.transpile has been used
on the generated quantum circuit
with ibm_cairo as the backend and
optimisation_level=2.

Fig. 17. Effect of using Qiskit transpiler on qprof reports. Using Qiskit transpiler flattens the quantum circuit
and effectively replace every routine call that is not in the transpilation basis by equivalent calls to gates in
the transpilation basis, making qprof report less informative and useful. Note that Qiskit transpiler inserted
CX gates in order to make the quantum circuit compliant with ibm_cairo topology, which is why the gate
cost of the cx gate became even more predominant in the transpiled circuit.

likely to be analysed for the moment. This is due to the fact that to get an hardware compliant
circuit, one should either use a compiler, which is not possible yet as discussed earlier, or build a
hardware-compliant circuit directly, which is an exceedingly complex task for large circuits.

Because hardware-compliant circuits are, for the moment, unlikely to be studied with qprof, the
tool is not yet capable of adapting the costs of a given gate depending on the qubits it is applied
on.

6.4 Limitations of the gprof exporter
Themain output format for qprof reports are based on the output format of gprof [14, 20] for sev-
eral reasons: standard format, widely used during decades, human-readable, availability of external
tools to get visual representations from the textual format, etc. But this output format is inherently
limited to sequential programs, which impose a strong limitation on what it can represent. When
exporting using the gprof-based format, qprof will not take into account gate parallelism, i.e. as
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if quantum gates were executed sequentially, one at a time. Trying to take into account gate par-
allelism using the gprof-based format leads to percentages not adding up to 100% which was
deemed too confusing to be worth implementing.

6.5 qprof and NISQ circuits
qprof is currently only using a limited set of information on the profiled quantum routines. In par-
ticular, even though the information is available through qcw for some frameworks, qprof ignores
on which qubits a particular routine is applied on for the moment.

By extending qcw public interface in Figure 7 to include a way to access qubits the routine is
applied on and modifying slightly Algorithm 2 (see comment above line 16) to allow non-additive
quantities to be profiled, qprof would be able to include gate error or topology in its profiles.

The gate error estimation would be a nice addition for NISQ algorithms, even though only pro-
viding a lower bound on the real error that would be observed on hardware due to the presence of
other source of errors such a decoherence, cross-talk or “SPAM” (state preparation and measure-
ment) errors.

Reporting on topology has its own challenges, one of them being to find a good format for qprof
report as the gprof format is not adapted to include such information.

6.6 qprof and dynamical circuits
qprof being a static analyser, it does not support dynamical circuits that may use the result of a
previous quantum operation to determine which is the next quantum gate to execute. Moreover,
the features related to dynamic circuits are still not introduced in a lot of quantum computing
frameworks and, for the frameworks that do implement some of them, are relatively new. As such,
the companion package qcw and the unique interface it provides has not been updated to include
information about dynamic circuits.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced qprof, an open-source and, to the best of our knowledge, novel tool
that is able to generate profiling reports in well-known formats from a quantum circuit implemen-
tation. Our library is able to natively read quantum circuits from multiple frameworks — currently
Qiskit, myQLM, OpenQASM 2.0 and XACC— and can be easily extended to support more quantum
computing libraries. It generates consistent reports independently of the underlying framework
used. qprof opens new optimisation opportunities for quantum scientists and programmers by al-
lowing them to view their quantum circuit implementation in a well-known, synthetic and visual
representation.

In this paper, we presented the main concepts used in the internals of qprof: how is qprof able to
be framework-agnostic thanks to a unique interface provided by qcw, the processing performed by
qprof in order to compute quantities of interest to profile and how exporters are used to output the
profiling report in a usable and convenient format. We then analysed qprof runtime performance
by providing asymptotic complexity estimates, examples of worst- and best-case quantum circuits,
and benchmarked execution times on several well-known quantum circuit implementations. We
also used qprof on three different quantum circuit implementations of increasing complexity to
demonstrate its features: simplicity of use, adaptability and consistency of the interface and gen-
erated reports.

Finally, we discussed potential improvements and limitations of qprof, opening theway formore
development on the tool. In the future, we plan to extend the set of supported quantum computing
frameworks.The number of exporters can also be improved to handle different output formats such
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as a perf_event [15] compatible format or a Flame graph [21] compatible one, allowing to easily
use new visualisations such as Flame graphs [21].

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
The qprof tool is available at https://gitlab.com/qcomputing/qprof/qprof. The different qcw pack-
ages are available at https://gitlab.com/qcomputing/qcw.
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